This paper presents optimization issue of energy detection (ED) thresholds for cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) with regard to generalized Gaussian channel in cognitive radios (CRs) systems. Enhanced ED thresholds are made use of dealing with excessive sensitivity of Gaussian noise uncertainty, which is appropriate for multiple and mal-distribution noises interference matter. Two-steps decision pattern and convex limitation threshold solution within Voting Progress have been used for secondary users (SUs) over coherent complex random Gaussian channel. Through deducing the probability of detection and false alarm under independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) for multiple SUs, we derive optimal parameters (such as ED thresholds and the number of collaborative users) to achieve mixture noises fusion processing at low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) level. Furthermore, simulation results show that proposed schemes significantly outperform most other noise uncertainty plans, which extremely improve e Q (total error rate) in low-quality communication circumstance.
Introduction
Nowadays, popular non-coherent spectrum sensing technology energy detection (ED) [1] [2] [3] [4] has an advantage in low computational complexity and does not need any knowledge of a priori signal, which can be implemented to detect signal in CRs and ultra wide-band (UWB) systems to meet the bandwidth requirement of wireless communications services. However it could not avoid exact noise due to threshold bound that is prominently relied on the generally changing accuracy of the noise power called noise uncertainty. It is extremely difficult to resolve noise floor problem when ED becomes unreliable if actual noise power is below a certain level that is referred to SNR-wall [5] . Therefore how to effectively set testing threshold to make ED approach more insensitive to SNR-wall noise uncertainty in low SNR condition for effective spectrum utilization is a key trouble at present.
In Ref. [6] dynamic threshold is put forward to make signal perception ability better without increasing computation cost for low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), but small change of noise factor would excessively alter the judgment threshold and lead to the inaccurate performance of spectrum monitoring. Two-thresholds algorithm have been performed to predict the state of primary user (PU) [7] , it only considers noise variation between maximum value and average value, hence estimability in dynamic stochastic process could not balance the probability of detection d P and the probability of false alarm f P to reach the minimum e Q . Aiming at optimizing d P with noise uncertainty for inferior transmission system, an adaptive detection strategy [8] is proposed to overcome the matter of testing failure towards complicated noises, although the average value of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix can be observed by cooperation of multiple receivers, the f P is close to 1 as d P increase to 1. Accordingly how to quickly raise d P and guarantee f P low enough, which is concerned on varied noises, is a critical trouble need to be solved imperatively.
In this letter, through considering the problem of shortcoming of noise uncertainty schemes above, we put forward two-steps decision method and convex limitation scheme to mitigate influence of decision threshold for noise variation by means of introducing cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) procedure, in order to quickly sense idle spectrum band. Optimized ED thresholds have been promoted to handle non-coherent Gaussian signal, which is in the form of complex vector matrix. We heighten the effectiveness of d P and ensure e Q not to be modified dramatically in response to overcome the shortcoming of hyper-sensitivity of ED for huge SNR reduction scene. At last simulation results show that the proposed plan can gain better and reliable performance improvement in comparison to other technique over different channels.
System model
The binary hypothesis test for detection of an unknown stochastic received signal ( 0 H :signal is absence; 1 H :signal is present) is formulated as Ref. [4] , 
where () yt is the received signal at the secondary receiver, h denotes the wireless channel gain, () st is defined as required detective primary signal with variance 2 s  , () nt is circularly symmetrical complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of variance 2 c  . The ED statistics could be expressed as,
where m is the number of samples used for computation and Y is the test statistic compared with ED threshold  .If Y   , the decision is hypothesis 1 H , otherwise 0 H . The probability density function (p.d.f.) [9] of () yt can be given by Eq.(3), 
In CSS each participant makes a binary decision to fusion center (FC) with selection combining to ensure the reliability of spectrum sensing (SS) on the basis of logical rules ("1" represent 1 H ,"0" represent 0 H ), when all 1-bits have been added up together.
In Eq.(6) "n-out-of-K" optimal voting rule [10] is represented to minimize the total error rate in receiver channels, i D stands for binary decision of 1 H and 0 H , K is the number of users for CSS, it is shown that n=1 for OR rule and n=K for AND rule. 
Distribution threshold decision is not be taken into account, since we call this distribution interval in Eq.(9) is reconviction area, which totally have the purpose of reducing computational time (because of the decrement of the sensing interval) and then it is considered on the global of the algorithm for re-determining in Eq.(10).
By employing two-steps decision pattern, we explicitly guarantee SUs could successfully occupy free spectrum firstly or maintain spectrum sharing with PU in the second sentence. 
Convex limitation optimization scheme  
Besides, to further balance noises variance effect for multiple sum of 2 i  , weighted convex samples could be constructed to estimate the overall converges that is apparently upper convex function in Eq. (11) . The series estimation obtained with VOTING PROGRESS [10] is assumed to minimize the detection stage with multiple Gaussian parameters change. 
Gaussian noise channel reduction
In order to simplify generalized complex random Gaussian channel, the signal can be represented as 2 ( , ) 
then, we have,
normalize noise energy, 
Noise simplification can be estimated via substituting Eq.(15) and Eq.(17) and it can be used for providing to appropriate detective threshold of multi-noises power.
Computational complexity
For conventional ED plan, it requires about ( 1) m   multiplications. The calculation of two-steps scheme  is 22 12 ( 1)
, where 12 
Numerical results
A comparison between the performances of proposed optimized ED schemes and simulation of conventional ED solutions with Eq.(3)-Eq.(5) applied in multi-hop CRs networks [11] and imperfect channel [12] (because noise uncertainty and generalized Gaussian noise can be valid for conditional ED threshold) are described in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . Some other CSS noise uncertainty plans [14] - [16] also have been considered to be compared with given schemes for f P and e Q under low quality channel among optimized CRs subscribers in Eq.(28). OR-logic fusion of hard decision rules has been adopted at the FC for CSS. Fig.1 and Fig.2 indicate that though scheme  have the best performance for f P as SNR increases and very low e Q at low SNR level, it requires secondary decision with scheme , so convex optimization solution` could once achieve rapid spectrum holes detection with no requirement for re-decision towards noise variable uncertainty. Furthermore, it is assumed that three optimized strategies have noticeable superiority in e Q than other noise uncertainty schemes.
On the other hand, we observe from Fig.3 when optimal cooperative CRs users increase and SNR=-10 dB, it is available to maintain as well as possible, it require re-determining with method when computational value of energy radiometer at the receiver is in the reconviction area discussed in Part.3, so scheme` can be conducted as quickly single sensing. In addition, proposed solutions are much less than the specified value 0.1 in the IEEE 802.22 cognitive wireless regional area network (WRAN) standard [13] . Hence employing optimized energy detectors, it is feasible to promote the ability of detecting spectrum holes in low SNR Gaussian noises condition with cooperative communication. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the enhanced EDs optimization for cooperative spectrum sensing in generalized Gaussian noise channel. It is referred that via achieving proposed schemes we are able to effectively estimate generalized Gaussian noises channel and availably provide spectral efficiency coverage, aiming to cut down detective interference rank with collaborative awareness in wireless communications systems.
